Duo Moretti Barletta

The duo Moretti-Barletta represents a unique union of performers with rare
musicality and an optimal care of the quality of sound. Their special combined timbre,
empathy and strong interest in contemporary music have inspired and engaged Nordic
and Italian composers to challange in writing new repertoire for accordion and guitar.
The two instruments, despite their rich sound possibilities, has seldom been considered
in classical music as a duo, because popular for their typical use in folk music.
Francesco Moretti and Michael Barletta met for the first time and developed their
contemporary music duo repertoire since they were students at the conservatoire
Giuseppe Verdi in Milano. In the same period, the passion for the discovery of new
forms of musical expression drove them to start collaborate directly with composers.
Nowadays Moretti-Barletta duo proposes a concert program of new music to them
dedicated by Christofer Elgh, Kristin Boussard, Nemanja Lakicevic, Patrik Ohlsson,
Mauro di Vincenzo and a new composition by Francesco Moretti.
Link to the video trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRIjlawMWxM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRIjlawMWxM

Francesco Moretti
Francesco Moretti is an exceptional, experienced and highly cultivated music performer.
Actually attending a master in performing research at The Royal College of Music in
Stockholm, graduated with full grade both in Accordion and in Chamber Music at
Giuseppe Verdi Conservatoire in Milano, during the solistic Diploma at KMH in
Stockholm he produced the solo Album “Repetita”, which presents a historical
journey into the music made by repetitive refrains and patterns. Acoustic and
with electronics, solo, in chamber music ensembles and as soloist in symphony
orchestras he performed in Iceland, Sweden, Netherlands, Austria, Swiss and Italy.
Francesco Moretti focuses his art and research in the beauty of the sound, the full
use of the instrument potentiality and the communication process, developing, as a
leader, crossover performances which aim to engage powerfully the audience. Composer
himself, winner of Italian chamber music competitions and special prizes for contemporary music, he premiered
new compositions by more than 20 European composers such as Henri Dutilleux, Djuro Zivkovic, Irlando
Danieli, Giorgio Colombo Taccani and Yuval Avital. As a music teacher, Francesco Moretti has 10 years
experience in Italy, collaborating also in didactic projects for Roma and adolescents with the purpose of social
integration and self-confidence growth.

Michael Barletta
Michael Barletta is a performer focused on contemporary music and a composer
fascinated by art crossover. Graduated in classic guitar with full grade and honours at
Giuseppe Verdi conservatoire in Milano, his studies has been guided by Aldo
Vianello and Maria Vittoria Jedlowski. The care of the timbre and the versatility
of the sound permit him to approach modern compositions successfully,
combining his classical or electric guitar with several different instruments and in
various performing settings as for the creation of classical chamber music
concerts or soundscapes for venues. His broad interest in music trascends the
classical genre. Michael Barletta has experience as actor and an intense concert
activity as guitarist, drummer and bass player with Italian music bands.
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